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About This Game

Aetheria is an MMORPG which focuses on challenging dungeons, cooperative group play, fast paced PvP, and important
crafting elements. Aetheria utilizes action combat, which means no targeting and no standing still while casting, ever! This
makes for an intense situation every battle, whether it be with other players or with fierce monsters. The land of Aetheria is

unforgiving and harsh, so make sure to bring friends and guildmates on your journey.

Dungeons
Dungeons in Aetheria feature complex boss mechanics and require at least 5 players to defeat them (Some will require 10 or

more!). The rewards are great, but failing to execute mechanics will result in death!

Player vs Player
Fighting other players in Aetheria can be done in a PvP arena or via Guild Wars. Combat is fast and requires quick reflexes to

destroy your foes. If you are victorious, special rewards are bestowed upon you!
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Crafting
Crafting is an important focus in Aetheria. Some of the most powerful weapons and armor can only be crafted. Crafting also is

highly integrated into the progression of the story-line.

Achievements
Achievements are an extra milestone for players wanting to show off their skills in Aetheria. With categories ranging from

Crafting and Exploration to Dungeons and Quests, there is a fun achievement for all types of players! Achievements also allow
guilds to climb the ranks, as the total achievement points of all members influences your guild score!

Costumes
Costumes in Aetheria allow you to override the appearance of any of your current armor or weapons with any other piece of

gear or costume item in the game. Customize away!

Familiars
Each class and specialization in Aetheria has a unique familiar which can be summoned to fight beside you in battle against

other players or monsters. These little creatures can pack a punch, so make sure to utilize them at all times!

Quests
Aetheria features hundreds of quests which will require you to craft, kill, collect, interact, and much more. Rewards for

completing quests are important and some are even necessary to enter various parts of the world!

Guilds
Conquer the world of Aetheria alongside your friends by creating or joining a guild! Guilds are a great way to keep in touch

with friends. Guilds can also enter into war, making nearly every area of the world open for combat for warring members. War
stats are tracked and even influence the rank of your guild.

Other Features
Nearly 2000 Unique Items
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Trading
Parties

Talent Trees
5 Unique Classes with 2 Specializations Each

Frequent Updates
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Title: Aetheria Online
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Zachary Hodges
Publisher:
Zachary Hodges
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 32-bit Windows

Processor: Intel Celeron G3950

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Aetheria Update #19:
You can find the patch notes for the 19th Aetheria update below. This is a smaller update, as most of the development effort has
been focused around new content as of late. Enjoy!

This update will be live March 16th, 2019 @ Noon CST

 Added chat bubbles over players' heads. This can be toggled on or off via the system menu options

 Added improvements for login stability

 Fixed a bug which caused trees and other recently harvested resources to sometimes cause invisible walls

 Adjusted the exit coordinates for the Darkmoore War Wing so players would not teleport immediately back into the
War Wing.

. Patch Notes February 9, 2019:
Please see below the patch notes for the update on February 9. This update attempts to address latency and several other issues
present in the game. This update requires an update to the game client, so please make sure you have the latest installation for
Aetheria. For further discussion, please join the discord https://discord.gg/FQ4syaU
Thank you and enjoy!

 Fixed a bug which caused the Darkmoore Twins to attack players outside of their room

 Fixed a bug with Sunken Jewelry set effects which caused bubbles to target players or monsters on other maps

 Fixed a bug causing mobs to be invisible to the player

 Reduced the amount of packets sent to the player to improve server performance

 Increased General Razorbone's health pool slightly

. Aetheria Update #20:
Aetheria's 20th update will go live March 23rd, 2019 at 4:00pm CST. You can find the patch notes for the update below. Enjoy!

 Increased AFK Timeout to 20 minutes, up from 10 minutes

 Added a small buffer time between Razorbone's Sword Throw and Bone Storm

 Added a stretch fullscreen option on launch

 Changed the Darkmoore Twins Summoning Tome Recipe to require 120 Arctonian Ore instead of 60 Arctonian Ingots

In other news, the "Elemental Disparity" content update progress is estimated at 35% complete with a target release date in early
June. I cannot wait to share this update, as it has some neat and fun additions to the game.

Thanks!. Easter Event!:
This update will be live April 6th at Noon CST
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The Easter Bunny has made his way to Aetheria! For a limited time, players will be able to find special Easter Eggs all around
the world by slaying fearsome monsters. Consuming the eggs will grant a special combat buff for a limited time, so use them
wisely and stock up while the event is on. The rarest egg of all, the Golden Easter Egg, can be traded to the Easter Bunny for a
special costume, so keep an eye out for this special drop.

Happy Hunting!

 

 

 

Update Notes:

 Added the Easter Bunny NPC in the town of Redwater

 Added the Strong, Agile, Smart, Robust, and Golden Easter Eggs to all monsters's loot tables

 Added a new costume available from the Easter Bunny

. Development Update:
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The Aetheria Easter Event is officially over and I hope everyone enjoyed the new costumes and consumables which came with
the event. If you missed it, don't worry, it will be back next year!

Along with the small update to disable the Easter Event today, Battle Stimulants saw a reduction in their price from 3 badges to
1. This should make the consumable more accessible to everyone who enjoys PvP.

Next, I wanted to share an update on the new expansion, Elemental Disparity. Estimated completion is around 70% and the
target release date is still the first half of June. Below you can find a high level list of what is 'done' and what is still in
development.

What is done:
The Maps - Including the town of Greenwell and the new dungeon map
All Professions (Level 60 to 90)
Non-Boss Monsters
All Equipment/Loot
Npcs
New Profession Cosmetics
New PvP Cosmetics and Rewards
Quest Planning/Design

What is not done:
5 new dungeon bosses
1 new spell per class
2 new talents per class
Quest implementation
Re-balanced stat formulas

Thank you everyone for enjoying Aetheria!. Bound in the Depths Event!:

Bound in the Depths. Patch Notes Feb 5, 2019:
Please find below the patch notes for the update today. Thanks!

 General Manabone and General Razorbone both received damage increases

 Fixed a bug which caused doors to get stuck after defeating a boss

 Players will now be moved if they are standing in a doorway of a boss when it is aggro'd

 Added more server side optimizations

 Slightly increased database performance server side
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